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EARTH’S HYDROLOGIC CYCLE

OVERVIEW
The ocean is the key element in Earth’s hydrologic cycle (water cycle).  Students will construct a

simple model of the hydrologic cycle to help them visualize and understand the movement of liquid water
and heat.

CONCEPTS
• The hydrologic cycle is the continual movement of water from one place to another and from one

state of matter to another.
• The hydrologic cycle plays a major role in distributing water and heat around the planet.

MATERIALS
• Glass aquarium
• 3 Thermometers
• Large, shallow bowl
• Permanent marker
• Absorbent paper (paper towels, for example)
• Bright light source
• 4 or 5 Ziplock bags
• Ice
• Water
• Food coloring
• Diagram of the hydrologic cycle

PREPARATION
This activity can be set up as a demonstration by the teacher or as a small group activity.  Final interpre-

tation should be done by the whole class.  The effects of this demonstration are more dramatic if a larger
aquarium is used.

You might wish to set up the aquariums on one day and begin the observations on the next day.  If so,
you can leave the light shining overnight.

PROCEDURE

Engagement
Rain and snow bring water to Earth’s surface.  Where does the water go from there? How does water

move around the planet? Will Earth ever run out of water?  Write a hypothesis that explains the movement
of water between the ocean and the atmosphere.

Standards & Benchmarks
Science Standard  1,  Grades K-2  Knows that water can be a liquid or a solid and can be made to change from one form to the other, but the amount of water stays the same Science Standard  1,  Grades 3-5  Knows that water can change from one state to another (solid, liquid, gas) through various processes (e.g., freezing, condensation, precipitation, evaporation) Science Standard  1,  Grades 6-8  Knows how the tilt of Earth's axis and Earth's revolution around the Sun affect seasons and weather patterns (i.e., heat falls more intensely on one part or another of Earth's surface during its revolution around the Sun) Science Standard  1,  Grades 6-8  Knows the processes involved in the water cycle (e.g., evaporation, condensation, precipitation, surface run-off, percolation) and their effects on climatic patternsScience Standard  1,  Grades 6-8  Knows that the Sun is the principle energy source for phenomena on Earth's surface (e.g., winds, ocean currents, the water cycle, plant growth) Science Standard  1,  Grades 9-12  Knows that weather and climate involve the transfer of energy in and out of the atmosphereScience Standard  10,  Grades 3-5  Knows that properties such as length, weight, temperature, and volume can be measured using appropriate tools (e.g., rulers, balances, thermometers, graduated cylinders)Science Standard  10,  Grades 3-5  Knows that materials have different states (solid, liquid, gas), and some common materials such as water can be changed from one state to another by heating or coolingScience Standard  15,  Grades K-2  Knows that tools (e.g., thermometers, magnifiers, rulers, balances) can be used to gather information and extend the sensesScience Standard  15,  Grades 3-5  Plans and conducts simple investigations (e.g., makes systematic observations, conducts simple experiments to answer questions)Science Standard  15,  Grades 3-5  Uses simple equipment and tools to gather scientific data and extend the senses (e.g., rulers, thermometers, magnifiers, microscopes, calculators) Science Standard  15,  Grades 6-8  Designs and conducts a scientific investigation (e.g., formulates questions, designs and executes investigations, interprets data, synthesizes evidence into explanations, proposes alternative explanations for observations, critiques explanations and procedures)Science Standard  15,  Grades 6-8  Uses appropriate tools (including computer hardware and software) and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret scientific dataScience Standard  15,  Grades 6-8  Establishes relationships based on evidence and logical argument (e.g., provides causes for effects)Science Standard  15,  Grades 9-12  Understands the use of hypotheses in science (e.g., selecting and narrowing the focus of data, determining additional data to be gathered; guiding the interpretation of data)Science Standard  15,  Grades 9-12  Designs and conducts scientific investigations by formulating testable hypotheses, identifying and clarifying the method, controls, and variables; organizing and displaying data; revising methods and explanations; presenting the results; and receiving critical response from othersScience Standard  15,  Grades 9-12  Uses technology (e.g., hand tools, measuring instruments, calculators, computers) and mathematics (e.g., measurement, formulas, charts, graphs) to perform accurate scientific investigations and communicationsScience Standard  16,  Grades K-2  Knows that in science it is helpful to work with a team and share findings with othersGeography Standard  7,  Grades 3-5  Know how Earth's position relative to the Sun affects events and conditions on Earth (e.g.,  how the tilt of Earth in relation to the Sun explains seasons in different locations on Earth, how the length of day influences human activity in different regions of the world)
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Activity
Day 1:

1. Draw an indicator line around the top of the bowl (you will fill the bowl with water to this line).
If you plan to leave the experiment set up for several days, the indicator line will help you see the
amount of evaporation.

2. Spread out the absorbent paper over an area just larger than the size of the aquarium.
3. Fill the bowl with water to the indicator line, and add a drop of food coloring to the water so that

it is easier to see the water as it moves through the aquarium.  Put the bowl at one end of the
paper.

4. Place three thermometers on the paper, one near each end and one in the center.  Turn the empty
aquarium upside down over the paper.  Make sure the aquarium covers the bowl and three ther-
mometers.

5. Shine a bright light down through the glass directly over the bowl of water.  Brighter bulbs lead
to better results.  The light bulb end represents the equator end and the opposite end represents
Earth’s pole.

6. Leave the light shining over the water bowl overnight.

Day 2:
7. Cover the roof of the aquarium evenly with zip-lock bags of ice. Make sure that the bags are well

sealed so that there are no leaks.  Wait a few minutes.  Add more ice bags if necessary.
8. Check the aquarium every ten minutes.  Where do you see water?  Is the water moving in the

aquarium.  Note the water level in the bowl.  How much water is in the bowl?  Diagram the
aquarium and the condensation patterns.

9. Record temperatures at each end and in the middle of the aquarium.  Note the evaporation of
water from the bowl, the movement of the water in the aquarium and each thermometer’s tem-
perature.  Does the temperature gradient correlate with the movement of water?

Explanation
What you have observed in your aquarium is a very simple version of Earth’s hydrologic cycle.  Through

the process of evaporation, the liquid water became water vapor.  Water vapor is invisible.  As the water
vapor cooled at the top of the container, it formed tiny water droplets.  This process is called condensation,
the process of water vapor changing into liquid.

The hydrologic cycle is one mechanism for distributing water and heat on Earth.  The oceans play an
important role in the cycle.  Water evaporates from the ocean and, in some instances, the winds carry the
water vapor inland.  Eventually, the water vapor cools in the atmosphere and forms tiny water droplets that
combine into larger raindrops.  Note: This is a very simplified explanation for an extremely complex
process.

EXTENSION
The atmosphere interacts with the ocean, which in turn, interacts with the atmosphere.  Winds in the

atmosphere create ocean waves, and the heat supplied from the ocean warms the atmosphere.  Atmospheric
patterns determine the oceanic flows, which influences where—and how much—heat is released to the
atmosphere.  Moreover, atmospheric cloud cover determines by how much—and where—the ocean will
be heated.
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Atmospheric water vapor is important because heat released by rain fuels atmospheric circulation.
Water vapor is also related to sea surface humidity, which controls the transfer of latent heat (heat required
for evaporation) from the oceans to the atmosphere.  In addition, water vapor is a greenhouse gas which
affects how the earth retains heat.  Monitoring the global water vapor content is thus an important task for
understanding the role of the oceans in weather and climate change.

The TOPEX/Poseidon satellite measures atmospheric water vapor with an onboard microwave radi-
ometer.  Have your students watch a color-coded data animation showing how atmospheric water vapor
changes over time.  What factors might cause such changes?  They can also see updates to these data on the
world wide web: http://topex-www.jpl.nasa.gov.

LINKS TO RELATED  CD ACTIVITIES , IMAGES, AND MOVIES

Image of Hydrologic cycle

Movie of  TOPEX/Poseidon atmospheric water vapor

Activity Coastal verses Inland Temperatures

VOCABULARY

condensation evaporation gradient

greenhouse gas hydrologic cycle water vapor

SOURCE
Adapted from the Orange County Marine Institute Curriculum Series.

http://topex-www.jpl.nasa.gov

